Introduction to this moment,
definitions, and the word “crisis”
Foundational Module 1
October 15, 2020
12 pm PT- 1:30 pm PT

DISCLAIMER
This training is offered through the National Child Traumatic Stress
N e t wo r k (N C T S N ) a n d T h e S c h o o l C r i s i s R e c o v e r y a n d R e n e wa l
(S C R R ) a n d i s f u n d e d b y t h e C e n t e r f o r M e n t a l H e a l t h S e r v i c e s
(C M H S ), S u b s t a n c e A b u s e a n d M e n t a l H e a l t h S e r v i c e s
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n (S A M H S A ), U. S . D e p a r t m e n t o f H e a l t h a n d H u m a n
S e r v i c e s a n d j o i n t l y c o o r d i n a t e d b y t h e Un i v e r s i t y o f C a l i f o r n i a ,
L o s A n g e l e s , a n d D u k e Un i v e r s i t y , a n d i s a d m i n i s t e r e d b y t h e
C e n t e r f o r A p p l i e d R e s e a r c h S o l u t i o n s (C A R S ). T h e v i e ws ,
opinions, and content expressed in this presentation do not
n e c e s s a r i l y r e f l e c t t h e v i e ws , o p i n i o n s , o r p o l i c i e s o f S A M H S A .

GROUNDING &
SETTLING IN

Today’s Team
Leora Wolf-Prusan, EdD
▪She/hers
▪School Mental Health Lead

&
Oriana Ides, MA, LPCCI, PPS
▪She/hers
▪School Mental Health
Training Specialist
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
SCHOOL CRISIS RECOVERY &
RENEWAL PROJECT

OUR SCRR Project TEAM
The SCRR Project is a collaborative effort between The Center
for Applied Research Solutions (CARS) and Trauma Transformed
(T2) and strongly informed by partnership with the National
Center for School Crisis Bereavement and our team of school
crisis recovery and renewal experts from across the country.
Funded by SAMHSA, we are part of the National Child Traumatic
Stress Network.
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WHAT IS SCRR?

Promoting effective and sustainable change in the ways school
communities and school leadership builds the skills, knowledge, and
attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis.
www.schoolcrisishealing.org
School crisis readiness is essential. Response is
critical.
And: what happens after matters, too.
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Our Team!

Anh Ta (anh/them/anh’s), LMFT, MA
SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Antoine Moore (he/him/his),
MA, MPP
SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Darryn Green (He/him/his)
SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Francesca Osuna
(she/hers), MSW/MPH, PPSC
SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Jen Leland (she/hers), MFT
SCRR Field Director (T2)

& School
Crisis
Coaches
Network!

Kristi Silva (she/hers), MA, MS
SCRR Evaluation Coordinator
(CARS)

Leora Wolf-Prusan
(she/hers), EdD
SCRR Project Director (CARS)

Livia Rojas (she/they), MSSW
SCRR Project Manager
(CARS)

Oriana Ides (she/hers), MA, PPS-C
SCRR Field Coach (CARS)

David Schonfeld (he/him), MD, FAAP
Senior Advisor

OUR GOAL
To promote evidence-based, culturally responsive crisis continuum
wrap around services to promote effective and sustainable change
in ways school leadership builds the skills, knowledge, and
attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis.

OUR ROLE
We offer a collaborative SCRR model in order to provide training,
technical assistance (TTA), and resource dissemination to
school leadership, mental health providers, educators, and staff
that promotes long-term recovery and renewal after school crisis.
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Guidepost document
School Mental Health Crisis Leadership Lessons: Voices of Experience from
Leaders in the Pacific Southwest Region
– Guide
– Complementary Reflection Worksheet

LEARN MORE AT:
Bit.ly/smh-crisis-leadership-lessons

• Take what you need

• Know that you’ll get the supporting
materials that you need
• Whatever resonates is what you
need in this moment

Offerings for
Today

• This time (of the intensive) is limited
but the urgency isn’t
• Now, and always
• Learning happens on three tracks…
– You as a person
– You as a professional
– And you as a facilitator

SCRR: Foundational Module 1
(Let’s get started!)

School Crisis Readiness,
Response, Recovery & Renewal
School crisis readiness is essential. Response is critical.

And: what happens after matters, too.

What is a
crisis?
“A school crisis is when a community member or an influence outside
of the system acts upon a group to cause harm or destabilize the
community. Oftentimes, not only does a crisis take us by surprise, but it
also alters how the community can hold one another.”

-Kelly Knoche

While no single definition will encompass all forms of
crisis, we might start here:
▪ Death of a student, a staff member, or a community member whose
death affects a significant portion of the school population;
▪ Major environmental crisis, such as a flood or fire;
▪ Situation that involves a threat to the physical safety of students, such as
a school bus accident, even in the absence of injuries; and
▪ Situation that involves a perceived threat to the emotional well-being of
students

Office for Victims of Crime (Schonfeld & Newgass, 2003)

Inclusive

Individual
and
systems
focused

School
Mental
Health
Crisis
Leadership
Relational

Complex

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership
Inclusive
• Intentionally and consistently include those in our decision making
who may have differing views, identities, and experience.

• Cooperation and transparency that will be needed during and
after a crisis.
• Leading through inclusive leadership requires our awareness of who
is and is not at the table, and what plans we do and do not
consider.
• This includes the need for debriefing and reflecting on the
unintentional infliction of stress and trauma for specific populations.

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership
. Complex
• The ability to hold multiple facts, outcomes, needs, and
considerations that increase health and wellness and limit
re-traumatization.
• In crisis planning, we can use this competency to think
through the range of possible outcomes of our planning;
consider the impact of our plans on students, families,
and staff; and develop plans that consider secondary
trauma, self-care, and debriefing, in addition to the
mechanics of what to do, who to call, and where to go.

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership
Relational
• Effective school mental health leadership requires us to
centralize relationships as the drivers of staff productivity
and wellness, rather than leading through authority,
hierarchy, and power.
• The use of relational leadership during crisis allows for
greater safety and a decrease in secondary trauma.

• Examples of relational leadership: whole person thinking,
staying open during times of stress, expressing emotion and
vulnerability, inspiring and motivating, and using praise and
recognition.

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership
Individual and systems focused
• Morrison (2017) offers that school crisis leadership needs vary between
different types of work as well as between organizational and individual
needs.
• Consider readiness: at the organizational level, the district or school might offer
training to all staff in trauma, grief, and bereavement awareness. At the
individual level, the principal or district superintendent might invest in
professional self-care.
• Consider recovery: at the organizational level, the state department of
student safety or school- based health center might provide Mental Health
First Aid to all members of the school community impacted by the crisis; at the
individual level, the director of student safety might invest in their own personal
therapy and recovery journey.
• School mental health leadership is a “both, and.” It is work at the personal
leadership and collective leadership levels.

School mental health crisis leadership…
The individual, collective, organizational, and
systemic skills, knowledge, and competencies
based on awareness and acceptance of the
responsibility and accountability to create
school conditions, climates, and cultures that
empower others to navigate uncertainty and
harm so that all students, staff, and partners can
repair, regulate, and restore.
Based on Harvard professor Marshall Ganz who posits that “leadership is accepting responsibility to create conditions that enable others to achieve shared purpose in the face of uncertainty” (2010, p1).

Crisis response has a way of feeling reactionary, even when there is adequate planning on
the front end. Traditionally, crisis planning is a process by which the likelihood of an event is
assessed, considering location, circumstance, and context. From that point, a set of protocols
based on best practice may be developed. The role of leadership within this process is to
prioritize, communicate, and provide direction.

What is often not considered in the process is how we are to be as leaders (e.g., relational
leadership); who we involve in our thinking (e.g., inclusive leadership); and in what ways our
plans will mitigate/increase risk, increase/decrease safety, and also potentially
traumatize/heal those we serve (e.g., complexity thinking).
The inevitability of crisis is a given. However, how we intentionally hold our own humanity in
what can be a protocol-driven process is what separates trauma-informed, healing-centered
leadership from business as usual. The distinction must be made in an organization hoping to
transcend the bonds of business to move towards humanity and healing.
Matt Reddam and Sandra Azevedo, two members of the Butte County Coordinated District Support (CDS) Team

Safety:
School safety is the
overarching goal of
school mental health
leadership.

“The work of school safety and the
work of equity is the same work.
All of our safety interventions have to
be designed from an equitable lens.
They cannot be separated.”
-Yesmina Luchsinger

What might trauma informed school crisis sound like? Look like? Feel like?

Safety

Choice

Ensure physical
and emotional
safety,
recognizing and
responding to
how racial,
ethnic, religious
or sexual identity
may impact
safety.

Maximize
choice,
addressing how
privilege, power,
and historic
relationships
impact both
perceptions
about and
ability to act
upon choice.

Trustworthiness
Foster genuine relationships and
practices that build trust, making
tasks clear, maintaining
appropriate boundaries and
creating norms for interaction
that promote reconciliation and
healing. Understand and
respond to ways in which
explicit and implicit power can
affect the development of
trusting relationships.

What might trauma informed school crisis sound like? Look like? Feel like?

Empowerment

Collaboration
Honor transparency and self
determination and seek to
minimize the impact of the
inherent power differential while
maximizing collaboration and
sharing responsibility for making
meaningful decisions.

Equity
A state of being in which
an individual’s outcomes
are no longer predictable
by race or other
demographic factor. The
process of giving
individuals what they need,
not just what's "equal".

Encouraging selfefficacy, identifying
strengths, and
building skills which
lead to individual
pathways for healing
while recognizing
and responding to
the impact of
historical trauma and
oppression.

Reflection Questions
▪ What is your relationship to ambiguity? To loss of control? To threat, a
loss of regularity, and normalcy?
▪ What is your personal relationship to crises? How might that impact
your professional relationship to crisis management and leadership?
▪ How might your relationship and responsibility to information (first vs.
secondary responders) impact the way you become ready for a crisis or
respond to one?
▪ What is your personal narrative of crisis, and how might that impact
how you lead organizationally?

Pause. Breathe. Move. Hydrate.

These things matter

Names &
definitions

Equity, equality
and
intersectionality

Supporting the
supporters

Roles &
positions

Partners &
partnerships

These things matter: Names & definitions
Jen Leland notes how the process of naming and
defining in itself is a trauma-informed practice:
“Defining crisis, and naming traumas in expanded and
ecological ways, is critical to our work insofar as naming
has healing properties. When we can say what feels
unsayable, we are less likely to have it dragging us around
by the nose.

How do you define “crisis”?

How do you define “safety”?

Naming then becomes a form of affect identification and
is rooted in ancient traditions of naming, marking,
affirmation, and witnessing through community and ritual.
The naming here is critical for evolving the trauma
narrative into transformed, reconstructed meaning
narratives.
We must name layers of structural violence that
compound community trauma and mark the deep
betrayal and injustices of those layers as we name the
traumatic event and its effects.”

What might it look like to invite
students, educators, families, and staff
to constructively create definitions for
phenomena like safety, crisis, healing,
loss, grief-sensitive schools?

These things matter: Equity, equality & intersectionality
How do your crisis plans reflect
which students, families, and
districts matter, and who might
be further disenfranchised?
How might your crisis leadership
focus on who will be harmed the
most, and plan from there?
How might crisis, safety, and
equity leadership collaborate to
ensure full inclusion? To ensure
an intersectional analysis?

Yesmina Luchsinger shares how equity is
foundational to crisis response work
When school leaders design emergency
operations plans, they must consider the groups
that are the most vulnerable and experience
the most trauma.
If an Emergency Operations Plan does not
include support and resources that are
accessible to a single-parent household; homes
without internet, childcare, and citizenship; and
those who lack health insurance or ready
access to food or family support, then the
support and resources do not meet the need
of the people who need it the most in the
event of an emergency.

These things matter: Roles & positions
Darrick Smith reflects on educators’ roles
broadly:

We have, as educators, an opportunity to
take individual and family crises and turn
them into experiences of connection,
appreciation, empowerment, and love.
It is important that when our students and
communities face tremendous
challenges, we work as educators to
serve as allies for young people and
families to empower themselves. Such
work can take the form of curricular
references and collective student action
to help. In other circumstances, the ways
in which crisis can cultivate connection
may be as varied and expansive as the
imaginations of the people we serve.

How might your crisis recovery
& and renewal work engage
all stakeholders to leverage
everyone’s unique
contributions?
What might need to be
differentiated across the crisis
leadership continuum to
respect the different needs
and capabilities of each role?

These things matter: Supporting the supporters
How can we focus not only on
student needs, but also the needs
of those who support students
(school counselors, psychologists,
educators, maintenance staff,
cafeteria employees, office
receptionists, administration,
community-based organizations,
What
etc.)?specific partnerships,
policies, and practices need to be
put in place as structural supports
for educators so that they can
access mental health services?

Emily Jo Hernandez, of the Los Angeles Office
County of Education, offers her perspective:
“School support staff professionals, such as school
psychologists, social workers, and counselors, are
frequently utilized to provide pseudo-emotional
support to employees experiencing difficulties.
This can add to their current workload and level
of stress and can lead to professional burnout
and compassion fatigue. It can also lead to a
host of legal and ethical issues related to
confidentiality, dual relationships, and conflict of
interest.
Including educators in crisis response procedures
and promoting educator mental health and
wellbeing is vital not only for educator health, but
also for workforce stability and the provision of
optimal quality care and safe school systems.”

These things matter: Partners & partnerships
Katherine Loudon, administrator at Washoe County
School District in Nevada puts it simply: “Always invite
the community in.”

Work with the city, county, and state.
Build relationships before the crisis even occurs. Even
though the relationships with community partners
take time and effort to establish and maintain, they
save time and help tremendously in the long run.
Community partners take the pressure off, make sure
you don’t miss anything, and help you coordinate a
more effective and holistic response.
Set up meetings in your emergency management
structure to include partners in mental health as well
as other logistics.
If you spend time on these relationships beforehand,
you will know exactly who to call when something
happens.

Which partnerships exist that
specifically support trauma, grief,
bereavement, loss, and crisis?

What agreements need to be fostered
to ensure shared consensus about how
partnerships will actuate in the event of
a crisis?
What relationships, learning, and
communications need to be fostered
at all levels of school systems to best
support the efficacy of school mental
health crisis leadership?

The Complexity and
Consequences of Crises
• Trauma and Grief: How Are They Similar? Different?
• Bereavement and Ambiguous Loss
• Secondary Losses

Readiness (Before a big thing)

Response (During a big thing)

• Past, present & future
• Competencies, Collaboration &
Communication

• Present
• Protection & reduction of harm; mitigation of
panic, identifying harm tipping points,
responding to death and grief

School Crisis Readiness,
Response, Recovery &
Renewal

Recovery (the week, month, year after a big
thing)
• Past & the present
• Connectedness & Commonality
• Safety, Remembrance & Mourning,
Reconnection with regulation (adapted from
Herman,, 1992)

Renewal (A year + after a big thing)
• Present & the future
• Constructing a coherent narrative: what
happened to us? With us? By us?
• Name, navigate, normalize
• Healing & meaning Making
• Creating & reimagining

Bringing this to Life:
School Crisis RRRR
Stories

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Closing
When we talk about “holding space,” we mean the practice of offering the
experience of being heard without fixing, solving, or treating. This practice is essential
to our healing and renewal. “Each person’s grief is as unique as their fingerprint.
But what everyone has in common is that no matter how they grieve, they share a
need for their grief to be witnessed.

That doesn’t mean needing someone to try to lessen it or reframe it for them.
The need is for someone to be fully present to the magnitude of their loss without
trying to point out the silver lining.”
(Kessler, 2020, p. 29).

We at the SCRR project are focusing on “Recovery”
An incident like this teaches us something about vulnerability and a realization that we
can’t totally solve the problem.

We’ve reached a point where these things happen. We have to be prepared. With
that, the question shifts from “What happened?” to “How do we move forward?”
- Robert Weires, as told to Pat Sanborn
Ensuring that we took time to reflect on our existing practices for security and
community safety [was important]. Traumatic events and community crises can often
lead schools to develop more ways to be active in the outside community.
It is important that, as an institution that has the youth of the community in one place
for half the calendar year, we take time to reflect on our own capacity and ability to
protect and provide resources to our students.
-Darrick Smith, reflecting on his role as principal guiding his team in recovery

We at the SCRR project are focusing on “Renewal”
“Hearing that one is not alone reduces isolation and stigma. It increases the
likelihood of individuals accessing the level of support they need and the
likelihood of full recovery and renewal.”
-Jen Leland
“A particular school-based crisis situation served as an instructional moment
that was referenced for the next seven years as a real-life, tangible, relatable
anecdote to be used in our work.
Other forms of crisis such as natural disasters, housing loss, job loss, and health
issues can serve as empowering instructional opportunities as students learn
important details that can demystify what has occurred.”
-Darrick Smith

Taking Time to Reflect

1:

3:
Takeaways, ideas, quotes,
pieces that you want everyone
to know

2:
Wonderings, questions,
curiosities

Ah ha,
appreciation for
yourself,
connection to what
you are feeling
and doing

QUESTIONS
&
DISCUSSION

LOOKING AHEAD

WAYS TO FURTHER LEARNING WITH US
HOW TO GET INVOLVED
HOW TO ACCESS TA

UPCOMING LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Submit to our SCRR Día de los Muertos Altar! This year, we at the SCRR project are building a digital altar
to honor school communities who have experienced loss. We invite you to submit a picture or art
piece so that together, we can remember and celebrate. Submit your altar offering here by
10/27/20
SCRR Level Setting-Foundational Modules: foundational modules to promote shared learning and
understanding of what renewal and recovery might look like in the context of school crisis. Learn
more: https://schoolcrisishealing.org/events-learning-opportunities/
The Mental Health Technology Transfer Center Network’s Grief Sensitivity Virtual Institute is back for Part
II: “Applying Concepts to Practice.” Over 5,000 participants attended Part I in September; join for
Part II in November (11/12 & 11/13) with leading grief experts across the country. The series is geared
towards providing our workforce (mental & school mental health and the general public) with tools
and strategies that can be used when addressing the needs of individuals experiencing grief and
loss during COVID-19 and beyond. Download the event flyer here
November 12th & 13th 9am-2:45pm PT both days. Register here.

SCRR Level Setting – Foundational Modules Level Setting – Foundational Modules
(October 2020 – January 2021)

WHAT?
SCRR Level Setting: Foundational Modules is a four-month, four-part no-cost virtual series for school
leaders, educators, school site and district administration, community-based organizations, school
mental health providers, student advocates, and anyone interested.
Modules include signature SCRR training by offering webinars on theory, frameworks, trauma- informed
and healing -centered crisis models with paired coaching clinics to provide discussion, knowledge
sharing, and reflection facilitated by experienced SCRR Field Coaches.
Coaching Clinics: Coaching clinics provide SCRR learners and leaders with a forum focused on moving
from knowledge change to application to practice.
SCRR Coaches will lead participants through case studies, role plays, and interactive discussions
designed to advance competency in applying SCRR and trauma-informed practices to emergent
stressors and/or needs.

Participants will have opportunity to receive strategies for implementing practices and skills and
guidance from SCRR coaches and peer communities.

SCRR Level
Setting –
Foundational
Modules
(October 2020 –
January 2021)
https://schoolcrisishealing.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/SCRR-Y1-Brochure.pdf

Upcoming Programming for our Launch Year
1. SCRR Level SettingFoundational Modules
(October- January 2021) What
is renewal and recovery in the
context of school crisis?
•Modules: Webinars +
Coaching Clinics
1.What is a school crisis? And
are we all in it?
2.What is recovery?
3.What is renewal?
4.Grief, trauma, & school
recovery & renewal crisis
leadership

2. SCRR Webinar Series
(October- May 2021)
•Expanding School Emergency
Operations series
•In depth seminars, webinars on
crisis response & long-term
recovery, best practices for
evidence - based grief,
trauma and crisis postvention.

3. School Crisis Readiness,
Response, Recovery & Renewal
Leadership Series (Feb-May
2021)
•6 months of online, virtual
practice
•Seminars + Leadership Labs

4. COVID Crisis Recovery &
Renewal Coaching &
Consulting Communities (FebMay 2021)
•Open to school
teams interested in intensive,
focused coaching on
effective strategies to respond
to emergent stressors or needs
for school communities who
are entering or in the recovery
phase for COVID.

Throughout, we are here to provide acute technical assistance (resources, ideas, or linkages); ongoing
intensive coaching; product and tool creation; and more

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!
We need to hear from you to keep bringing you these no
cost resources!
Please take a few minutes to give us your feedback! We use
it to plan our future events—and we are required to include
it in our reports for our funder.

The feedback form will appear on your screen when the
webinar ends and is also included in the follow-up email
sent immediately following the webinar.

How? Ways to Get Involved
▪ SCRR Learner

▪ SCRR Network Member
▪ SCRR Peer Leader (on hold
until Year 2)
▪ SCRR Coaches Network
▪ SCRR Partner
Request TA! Sign up! Suggest a topic for future
trainings!

https://schoolcrisishealing.org/get-involved/
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Contact Info
Email: SCRR@cars-rp.org
Phone: (888) 597.0995
Website: www.schoolcrisishealing.org

Get social with us!
Facebook: @scrr.project
Instagram: @scrr_project
Twitter: @scrr_project

Thank you.

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce
the impact of substance abuse and
mental illness on America’s communities.

www.samhsa.gov
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) ● 1-800-487-4889 (TDD)

